Change or Declare Major (Academic Program) Form

Name: ___________________________________________ Student ID or Social Security #: _______________________

Phone: ___________________________ Email: ___________________________

Lease list ALL majors you intend to pursue. **You must select your major from the major codes listed on page 2 of this form.** Major codes are updated each term, so please be sure you are using the most current list. The term is noted on the list. You may enter as many majors as you desire to pursue.

**Counselor review is recommended prior to making a change to your major.**

**Major Code(s):** ___________________________________________

*Example: if you want to pursue Business Administration, you would enter: AA.BA.TR*

**Catalog/Program Year:** ___________________________

*Example: 2018-2019*

The catalog year you enter is very important. Program or graduation requirements may change significantly from one year to another. The year of the college catalog or curriculum guide you enter should match the one that lists the requirements you are pursuing and for which you are eligible. Please see the Catalog Rights section of the Academic Regulations for more information on catalog year eligibility.

Failure to enter the appropriate year can result in the denial or delay of your application for a degree or certificate. If you are unsure what catalog year you should enter, please meet with a counselor to review your education plan.

☐ **Deactivate ALL prior majors.**

Select this option if you have prior majors on your record that you no longer wish to pursue. This will inactivate academic programs on your record that you have not listed above but does not affect any major you have already graduated with.

**Student Signature:** ___________________________________________ Date: ___________________________

**Why do you need to declare a major?**

To be awarded an associate degree, certificate of achievement, or certificate of completion (also referred to as a fast track certificate), you must have a declared academic program. These awards are acknowledged on your transcript for use by educational institutions, employers, prospective employers, and various agencies and departments.

Students with a declared major may have earlier registration dates and times than students who have unknown or undeclared majors.

Declaration of major may also affect your financial aid eligibility and awards.

**Office Use Only** Processed by: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________
OHLONE COLLEGE PROGRAM CODES
2019-2020

Degree Programs – Associate in Arts or Science

Administrative Assistant: Supervisory Focus: AA.ADASP
American Sign Language and Deaf Studies: AA.ASL
Art: AA.ART.RT
ASL-English Interpretation Program: AA.INTP
Bioengineering: AS.BIOENGI
Biotechnology: AS.BIOT
Business Supervision/Management: AA.BSM
Business: AA.BUS
Chemistry: AS.CHEM.TR
Communication Studies: AS.SCHY.TR
Database Administration: AS.DA
Early Childhood Studies: AA.ECS
Engineering: AA.ENG.TR
English: AA.ENGL.TR

Degree Programs – ADT / AST

Anthropology: AA for Transfer: AATB.ANTH
Art History: AA for Transfer: AATB.ARTH
Communication Studies: AA for Transfer: AATB.COMM
Economics: AA for Transfer: AATB.ECON
English: AA for Transfer: AATB.ENGL
Geography: AA for Transfer: AATB.GEOG
Global Studies: AA for Transfer: AATB.GS
History: AA for Transfer: AATB.HIST
Kinesiology: AA for Transfer: AATB.KIN

Certificates of Achievement

Accounting: CA.ACCT
Administrative Assistant: Supervisory Focus: CA.ADASP
American Sign Language and Deaf Studies: CA.ASL
Biotechnology: Bio-Manufacturing: CA.BMNF
Biotechnology: Biotechnology Operations Research Associate: CA.BOCR
Biotechnology: Biotechnology Research: CA.BDRC
Business Supervision/Management: CA.BSM
Biotechnology: Biostatistics: CA.BSTT
Database Administration: CA.DA
IT Service and Support: CA.DST
Early Childhood Studies: CA.ECS

Transfer Options

Transfer: CSU: TR.CSU
Transfer: Other: TR.OTHER
Transfer: UC: TR.UC

Certificates of Accomplishment

(Not eligible for Financial Aid)

3D Modeling and Animation: CC.3DMA
Advanced Photography Practices: CC.APHTO
African American Studies: CA.AAS
Archaeology: CA.ARCH
Audio Technician: CA.AUDI
Ballet Dance Teacher/Choreographer: CC.BDTC
Biology: General: CC.BIOS
Broadcasting: Advanced Film and Video: CC.LTVD
Broadcasting: Digital Video and Editing: CC.DVED
Broadcasting: Entertainment Television: CC.ENTV
Broadcasting: Live Television Production: CC.LUTV
Broadcasting: Radio Digital Production: CC.BRDCP
Broadcasting: Radio Program Management: CC.BRDCM
Broadcasting: Sports Television: CC.SPTV
Business Analytics: CC.BA
Business Communication: CC.SPBU
Business Information Worker, Introductory: CC.BIW
Ceramics: CC.CERA
Chemistry Lab Skills: Advanced: CC.CHMA
Chemistry Lab Skills: Basic: CC.CHMB
Chicago/Latino Studies: CC.CLS
Cisco Certified Network Associate: CC.CCNA
Commercial Communication: CC.CMUS
Communication Studies: CC.SCHY
Computer Applications in Biotechnology: CC.CABT
Contemporary Dance Teacher/Choreographer: CC.CDTC
Costuming: CC.CSTM
Cultural Anthropology: CC.ATCU

Customer Service Academy: CC.CSA
Cybersecurity: CC.CYBR
Deaf Education: CC.DTA1
Design: CC.DWDS
Digital Art: CC.DIGA
Drawing: CC.DRAW
Engineering/Manufacturing Technician: CC.EMTC
Engineering: CC.ENGI
Ethnic Studies: CC.ETHN
Forensics: CC.SPFR
Gender Studies: CC.GWS
Geographic Information Systems (GIS): CC.GIS
Geography: CC.GEOG
Glass: CC.GLAS
Graph Design: CC.GROS
Health Communication: CC.HCOM
Health Information Technology: CC.HIT
Intensive University Preparation Program: CC.IUPP
Intercultural Communication: CC.SPUC
Interior Design Basics: CC.IDBS
Interior Design Communications: CC.IDCM
Interior Design Technology: CC.IDTC
Interpersonal Communication: CC.SPIP
IT Program Management: CC.ITPM
IT Service and Support Technician: CC.DSPT
Java Developer: CC.JDTC
Jazz Dance Teacher/Choreographer: CC.JDTC
Journalism: CC.JINT

Leaderhip Communication: CC.SLPC
Linux (LPIC-1 and LPIC-2): CC.LN1
Linux/UNIX System Administration: CC.LNKA
Live Event Management: CC.LVMG
Mass Communication: CC.MCOM
Mobile Application Development: CC.MOBA
Molecular Biology Research Techniques: CC.MBRT
Music: CC.MM
Music Theory: CC.MUSI
Oracle Database Operations: CC.ODO
Oral Interpretation: CC.SPOR
Paleobiology/Natural History: CC.ATPN
Photography: CC.PHTD
Physical Anthropology: CC.ATPH
Physics: Advanced: CC.PHYA
Physics: Introductory: CC.PHYI
Piano Performance: CC.MUPP
Stage Craft: CC.STC0
Tap Dance Teacher/Choreographer: CC.TDTC
Theatrical and TV Lighting Technician: CC.TTL
Video Game Development: CC.VGMD
Virtualization and Storage Administration: CC.VSA
Vocal Music Performance: Advanced: CC.MUAV
Vocal Music Performance: Basic: CC.MUVB
Web Design: CC.CSWD

Liberal Arts: Language Emphasis: AA.LA.LANG
Multimedia: AA.MM
Multimedia: Game Design and Animation: AA.MMGA
Music: AA.MUS.TR
Natural Science: Biological Science Emphasis: AA.NS.BIOL
Natural Science: Math and Technology Emphasis: AA.NS.MTEC
Natural Science: Physical Science Emphasis: AA.NS.PHYS
Network Administrator: AA.NETA
Physical Therapist Assistant: AA.PTPT
Physics: AA.PHYS.TR
Real Estate Sales Broker: AA.REB
Registered Nurse: AA.NURS
Respiratory Therapist: AA.RT
Social Science: AA.SOC.SCI
System Administration: AA.SYAD
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